
This plan is subject to change in response to student, teacher and school needs. 

 

 

 

English 
InitiaLit  
Introduction to InitiaLit. 
Phonological Awareness 
[i.e. what is a word, 
rhyme, syllables,     
blending] 
Sounds: m,s,t,a, p,i,f,r 
Year 1s will attend Initialit I lessons. 
Oral Skills 
Sharing presentations 
Class and group discussions 
Questioning and Respond-
ing to questions. 
Writing  
Using learnt letters to write 
two and three letter words. 
Reading 
Reading the InitiaLit recommended 
Storybook lessons and responding to 
the text. 
[i.e. read the story, talk about the   
story, word work, vocabulary and    
activities beyond the book] 

Mathematics 
Number and Algebra 
- Number rhymes 
- numerals, number names and quantities 
- forward and backward counting 0-10, 100 
- one to one correspondence 
- skip counting by 2s, 5s and 10s 
-recognise Australian coins and their value 
-addition and subtraction 
Measurement and Geometry 
- introduction to the calendar  
- measuring length 
- days of the week, times of the day 
- explain duration using months, weeks, etc 
- describe position [on/off, start/end, etc.] 
Statistics and Probability 
- data representation (graphing) 

Science 
Biological Science : Living Things  
 - observing, asking questions and      
  describing changes in objects and events  
- posing and responding to questions 
- participating in guided investigations and 
  making observations using the senses 
- engaging in discussions about  
  observations and sharing ideas Specialist Lessons 

Health and PE—Dylan Butler 
Indonesian—Abu Leamann 
The Arts—April Weiler 

Wellbeing / Health 
- ‘Learning to get along’ (with Jess) 
- feelings 

The Arts and Technologies are 
Integrated across curriculum areas.  
- use and experiment with different  
   materials, techniques, technologies 
   and processes 
- reading Eggs,  computer / iPad skills 

HASS  
- Myself [History-Who am I?] 
- learn and practise class and school   
   expectations and routines 

Discovery 
Rooms 2 and 5 will be working together. 
Discovery is a special time of learning 
where all the curriculum areas are            
integrated through play. Children will       
engage in Oral language, socialisation,     
organisation, numeracy, literacy and         
investigation skills. 

Italics indicate Year 1 work . 


